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your
steel fabricator

Where precision meets steel: your trusted fabrication partner.

Most important part of our manufacturing process ?
Your vision.

You tell us about your personalised project. 
We take care of turning it into reality.

YOUR VISION 
YOUR DESIGN
YOUR STYLE

YOUR PERSONALISED STEEL
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your
design

Your vision, our steel - custom fabrication solutions

Choose the best design - your personal design.

We have solutions, that will meet your most demanding needs.

Choose from our wide selection of amazing:

single & double doors
sliding doors

screens
pivot doors
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your
style

Don’t compromise. Be unique. Create your perfect products.

CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR

CHOOSE YOUR IRONMONGERY

CHOOSE YOUR TYPE OF GLASS

CHOOSE YOUR ARRANGEMENT

CHOOSE YOUR EXTRAS
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your
personalised steel

Your design. Your style. Your personalised steel products.

Best recipe for unique steel products for your project ?
Your personalised vision and our precise craftmanship.

Tailored to your individual requirements. 

Every inch, every centimeter.

Don’t get one of many ...
get the one and only !
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external steel products
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Jansen gives architecture new inspiration

With a product range that includes thermally insulated and
non-insulated door and window systems as well as facade
and fire protection systems, Jansen profile systems offer

sophisticated standard solutions and equally cover complex
special requirements.

swiss precision

timeless elegancy
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ArtSteel doors are a premium choice for both residential and
commercial exteriors, offering a blend of style, durability,

security and timeless design.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ durability
+ fire & weather resistance

+ space efficiency
+ wide access

+ enhanced security
+ aesthetic appeal 

+ versatility
+ accessibility

+ insulation

single & double doors
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External steel sliding doors offer a sophisticated and
practical solution for creating seamless indoor-outdoor

transitions while maximizing natural light, functionality and
architectural style.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ space-saving
+ versatility
+ security

+ durability
+ energy efficiency

+ easy operation
+ design flexibility

sliding doors
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External pivot doors offer a combination of elegance,
functionality, and architectural sophistication, making them

a standout feature in any exterior setting.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ modern aesthetic
+ versatility

+ unique operation
+ durability

+ large opening
+ thermal efficiency

+ security
+ low maintenance

pivot doors
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Glass partitions offer a sleek and modern solution for
dividing outdoor spaces while maintaining transparency and

architectural elegance.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ enhanced aesthetics
+ visual transparency

+ flexibility and customization
+ sound control

+ durability and safety
+ easy maintenance
+ energy efficiency

+ health and well-being

glass partitions
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External steel arched doors provide both aesthetic appeal
and practical functionality for the exterior of a building.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ enhanced aesthetics
+ unique design options

+ improved structural integrity
+ space optimization

+ natural light and ventilation
+ historical and architectural significance

+ increased property value

arched doors
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Steel windows are characterized by their slim steel frames
and large glass panes, offering a timeless and elegant
aesthetic to both residential and commercial spaces.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ slim steel frames
+ large glass panes

+ customizable designs
+ versatile applications

          + timeless aesthetic
+ abundant natural light

+ enhanced views
+ durability and security

+ low maintenance
+ energy efficiency

steel windows
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ArtSteel burglary-resistant doors and windows provide
enhanced security without compromising on style or

functionality.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ high security
+ deterrent to intruders

+ durability and longevity
+ customization options

+ versatility
+ energy efficiency

+ RC2, RC3 class

burglary resistant
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fire resistant

Fire-resistant doors provide crucial protection against fire
hazards while maintaining architectural integrity and

aesthetic appeal.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ safety
+ compliance
+ versatility
+ durability

+ integration with fire safety systems
+ aesthetic appeal
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internal steel products
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ArtSteel slim20
We know steel. Meet the impressive outcome of our expert knowledge: slim20

internal steel system – designed by Artsteel

Introducing our cutting-edge slim20 internal steel system – a fusion of elegance,
strength, and functionality that redefines architectural possibilities. Crafted with
precision engineering and meticulous attention to detail, our slim20 steel system
offers a modern solution for those seeking sophistication without compromise.

Sleek design, maximum impact: with minimal framing and expansive glass panels,
our system provides unobstructed views and floods interiors with natural light,

elevating the ambiance and enriching the living experience.

Strength meets durability: built to withstand the test of time, our slim20 is
engineered from high-quality steel, ensuring unparalleled strength and durability.

Customization at your fingertips: tailor your space to perfection with slim20.
Choose from a variety of finishes, configurations, and sizes to suit your unique vision

and project requirements.

Effortless maintenance, endless enjoyment: enjoy the convenience of low-
maintenance  with our slim20. Designed for easy upkeep, our system requires minimal

cleaning and occasional lubrication to keep it looking and performing its best.

Discover the endless possibilities of our slim20 internal steel system and unlock a
world of architectural excellence. Whether you're building your dream home or

renovating a commercial space, trust in our expertise and commitment to quality to
bring your vision to life. Experience the perfect fusion of form and function – where

innovation meets inspiration.
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ArtSteel doors are sleek and contemporary additions to
interior spaces, offering a blend of modern design,

functionality, and durability.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ aesthetic appeal
+ natural light

+ openness and connectivity
+ space optimization

+ durability and security
+ customization options

+ sound insulation

single & double doors
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Internal steel sliding doors are a contemporary and
functional choice for interior spaces.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ space-saving design
+ sleek aesthetic

+ natural light
+ visual continuity

+ versatility
+ durability and security
+ customization options

+ smooth operation

sliding doors
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Internal steel pivot doors are a stylish and functional choice
for enhancing interior spaces. Doors pivot on a central
hinge rather than swinging on traditional side hinges.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ unique design
+ space efficiency
+ aesthetic appeal

+ natural light
+ flexible installation
+ smooth operation

+ durability and security
+ customization options

pivot doors
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Internal steel glass partitions offer a modern and versatile
solution for dividing interior spaces while maintaining

openness and natural light flow. 

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ light and airy atmosphere
+ visual continuity
+ aesthetic appeal

+ versatility
+ space optimization

+ durability and security
+ customization options

glass partitions
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Internal steel arched doors add a touch of elegance and
architectural interest to interior spaces.

our ADVANTAGES your BENEFITS

+ unique design statement
+ architectural elegance

+ aesthetic appeal
+ versatility

+ space optimization
+ durability and security
+ customization options

arched doors
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shape
your space

ArtSteel products offer a stylish and functional solution for
shaping your space and creating a unique design

statement. We can help you achieve the look and feel you
desire while enhancing the functionality and flow of your

space.

Add bars to create unique designs.
Match the frames colour with your space.

Unusual space ? We can do unusual shapes !
Your benefits from shaping your space with our products ?

Architectural statement
Mixing styles

Openness and light
Customization options

Space optimization
Versatile applications
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style
your products

Select finishes and styles that coordinate with the
architectural style and colour scheme of your space.

By creatively incorporating glazing bars into your doors, you
can achieve a truly unique and customized design that adds

character, charm, and sophistication to your home or
commercial space. Experiment with different shapes,
patterns, and materials to create a door that makes a

statement and reflects your individuality.

Custom patterns
Geometric shapes
Artistic elements

Contrast and texture
Space optimization

Versatile applications
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handles & extras
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door handle
Oxford

available colour: any RAL
application: internal / external
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door handle
London

available colour: any RAL
application: internal / external
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door handle
Cambridge
available colour: any RAL

application: internal / external
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door handle
Dublin

available colour: any RAL
application: external
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door handle
Kent

available colour: any RAL
application: internal / external
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door handle
Essex

available colour: any RAL
application: internal
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door handle
York

available colour: any RAL
application: internal
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door handle
Bristol

available colour: any RAL
application: internal
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pull handle
Belfast

available colour: any RAL
application: internal / external
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pull handle
Edinburgh

available colour: any RAL
application: internal / external
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window handle
Glasgow

available colour: any RAL
application: internal / external
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window handle
Leeds

available colour: any RAL
application: internal / external
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20x3mm 
glazing bar
available colour: any RAL

application: internal / external
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20x20mm
glazing bar
available colour: any RAL

application: internal / external
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your
personalised colour

Choosing the right colour for your doors and accessories can
significantly impact the overall look and feel of your space.

Consider the overall aesthetic of your space, the mood you
want to create, and your personal preferences when choosing

from our impressive colour range. Experiment with different
combinations and shades to find the perfect colour that

reflects your style and enhances the beauty of your home.

We can powder coat your
steel in any RAL colour.
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toughened

your
personalised glass

Multiple glazing options for doors offer versatility and functionality, allowing you to
customize your doors according to your specific needs and preferences.

 
Here are some of our main glazing options:

 matt satin reeded estriado master care wired bronze graphite panel
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your
steel advantages

Strength and Security
Steel is inherently strong and durable, providing excellent security for your space. Steel doors are resistant

to forced entry, making them a reliable barrier against intruders and burglars.

Durability
Steel is a durable material that can withstand wear and tear, making steel doors long-lasting and resilient.
They are resistant to corrosion, rust, and degradation, ensuring they maintain their structural integrity and

appearance over time.

Aesthetic Appeal
Steel doors have a timeless and elegant appearance, with sleek steel frames that add architectural

interest to any space. They come in various styles and designs, allowing for customization to suit different
architectural preferences and design aesthetics.

Versatility
Steel doors can be used in a wide range of applications, including residential homes, commercial

buildings, and industrial facilities. They are suitable for both interior and exterior use, offering flexibility in
design and functionality.

Unique, individual design
Steel doors and glass screens are widely considered one of the most prestigious products available on the

market. Your home, office, business will simply be even more unique, one of a kind.

Low Maintenance
Steel doors require minimal maintenance compared to other materials like wood. They are easy to clean
and maintain, typically only requiring occasional painting or refinishing to keep them looking their best.

Increased Property Value
Upgrading to steel doors can increase the value of your property. Steel doors are perceived as high-quality

and durable, which can make your space more attractive and significantly increase it’s worth.

 Material Composition
          Doors are made primarily of high-quality steel, which is an alloy of iron and carbon.
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get inspired!
ArtSteel London Ltd

86-90 Paul Street, London, EC2A 4NE
0203 865 2338

info@artsteel.co.uk
www.artsteel.co.uk


